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of the system, we have then-= Tt.tsti or- = r. 51.151 approximately, where r and n must both be
multiples of 12. Let r = 12. Then the best value of n is 12 x 51, or 612. The fifths of this system have
the departure Error = 000,058 sharp. The thirds, being formed, according to the rule for complete
symmetrical arrangements, by seven steps down instead of eight, have the departure 1= =-JL =-jJL,
. Error = 000,39 flat. It is easy to see, from the correspondence of these errors, that they may be
much diminished by making the fifths more perfect. The next higher value of r, which gives any
considerable approximation applicable to complete symmetrical arrangements, is evidently 240,
since 240 x 15 = 36. Then n = 240 x 5115 = 12,276. The departure of the fifth...
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Unquestionably, this is the best operate by any article writer. It is really basic but surprises from the 50 % of the ebook. I realized this ebook from my i and
dad suggested this ebook to discover.
-- Kacie Schroeder-- Kacie Schroeder

This pdf could be well worth a read through, and a lot better than other. It is amongst the most incredible publication i have got read through. I discovered
this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Sadye Hill-- Sadye Hill
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